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call of duty: black ops takes place in the near future and follows a team of us soldiers as they battle to uncover the
truth behind the sudden rise of a new enemy. the team infiltrates a top secret black ops facility in hopes of extracting
a young scientist who holds the key to a devastating new technology. the game also includes a gripping single player

campaign that picks up where call of duty: modern warfare 2 left off. call of duty: black ops is the most
technologically advanced call of duty title ever developed. the game features the most advanced 3d engine in

gaming history, state-of-the-art graphics, a vastly improved multiplayer experience with eight-player online action
and the most expansive and detailed zombies map in franchise history. call of duty: black ops will take full advantage

of the power of the xbox 360 and the playstation 3 platforms with cutting-edge technology and game-changing
innovations. call of duty: black ops is built on the cutting edge technology of the next generation consoles. the game
represents the next generation in console gaming with a state-of-the-art 3d engine that will run on next generation

consoles and the pc. call of duty: black ops is developed by treyarch, the same studio that created the award-winning
call of duty 4: modern warfare. call of duty: black ops will take full advantage of the power of the xbox 360 and the
playstation 3 platforms with cutting-edge technology and game-changing innovations. with call of duty: black ops ii

youll be able to control a single combatant from a variety of different perspectives and adjust your view of the world,
from the first-person shooter perspective to the third-person tactical view, which includes slow motion camera views,
a zoom lens, and a multitude of additional features. this game is primarily story-driven and its storyline will unfold at

a brisk pace. as the action unfolds, youll be brought in close, and put into the action, in the form of a skilled
operative.
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call of duty: black ops combines the intensity of a cinematic movie experience with the intensity of the most cutting-
edge military weaponry. call of duty: black ops is a next-generation, blockbuster entertainment experience that
captures the drama and intensity of a single, cinematic story arc in the service of a larger world. the game takes

place over the course of one night, when a us special ops team infiltrates a top-secret, high-tech facility in order to
extract a young scientist who holds the key to a devastating new military technology. the black ops interactive movie
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experience takes players to this remote island, allowing them to participate in intense shoot-outs, drive explosive
vehicles and outmaneuver the enemy in an immersive storyline that unfolds over a single night. call of duty: black

ops represents the evolution of the call of duty franchise and is built on the cutting edge technology of the next
generation consoles. the game represents the next generation in console gaming with a state-of-the-art 3d engine

that will run on next generation consoles and the pc. call of duty: black ops is developed by treyarch, the same studio
that created the award-winning call of duty 4: modern warfare. call of duty: black ops will take full advantage of the

power of the xbox 360 and the playstation 3 platforms with cutting-edge technology and game-changing innovations.
call of duty 4: modern warfare was released on the xbox 360 and the playstation 3 in november of 2009. call of duty:

black ops delivers the intensity of a blockbuster movie combined with the intensity of gaming, the intensity of an
authentic military shooter experience, set in an open world. 5ec8ef588b
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